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ABSTRACT

This research analyses the problems associated with the export of perishable produce
from Northern Australia. It focuses on whether proximity to Asian and Pacific markets
can be used to the advantage of North Australian producers and exporters of
perishable produce. The research has been carried out in an economic climate where
Government and industry herald the importance of regional Australia diversifying its
economy and developing export industries.

To assess the influence of market proximity, the research investigates the role that
selected major North Australian air and sea ports play in facilitating perishable export
trade from North Australian regions. It examines other impediments, such as historical,
organisational, political and external, which may enhance or impede the influence that
proximity to export markets may have on product delivery from North Australia. The
research draws on material from previous related reports, recent statistical data and a
series of unstructured interviews carried out with key players in the export chain across
North Australia.

The research concludes that proximity to Asian and Pacific markets does not
necessarily place North Australian producers and exporters of perishable produce at a
cost or time advantage over their southern counterparts. The research then offers
several options or recommendations, both short and long term to assist with
overcoming transport infrastructure and other barriers to export success across
Northern Australia.

Short term options for enhancing the impact of market proximity include improving
industry networking, planning for increased capacity growth, increasing critical masses
of volume of North Australian produce, improving the "export culture" amongst
producer groups and improving the marketability of North Australian produce. Long

term options include organisational and cross-regional approaches to addressing
infrastructural deficiencies. This is a useful study, not only for examining impediments
facing the perishable export industry, but the findings can be used as a yardstick for
assessing the problems facing other export industries from Northern Australia.

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Both government and industry agree on the importance of competitive export
industries to Australia's regional economic growth. Growth in regional exports
contributes to the overall reduction in Australia's account deficit. Although Northern
Australia has only 5.45% of Australia's total population, close to 30% of Australia's
exports come from Northern Australia (South Australian Centre for Economic Studies,
1995).

The expansion of the economic base of various sub-regions of Northern Australia is
being pursued through a number of regional planning initiatives including the activities
of the North Queensland Regional Planning Advisory Committee, the Kimberley,
Pilbara and Gascoyne Development Commissions in Western Australia and the pursuit
of economic development plans by regional areas in the Northern Territory. This
pursuit is also consistent with the Commonwealth government's regional economic
development program and its overall economic reform agenda designed to assist
Australian regions gain the critical mass of activity necessary for them to become
internationally competitive in their own right (Garlick, 1993, p5).

However, for Australia's export industries to be internationally competitive, its produce
needs to reach overseas markets at a competitive price and in a reliable and timely
manner. Reliability, timing and cost are of paramount importance, particularly for
perishable produce which has a limited shelf life prior to market delivery.

In terms of distance and proximity, it should be expected that perishable produce from
North Australian regions can be delivered to export markets quicker and more cheaply
than produce from Southern regions. However, this research reveals that this is not
generally the case.

Map 1 gives the comparative distances from Darwin to major Ports in the region. As is
evident, distances from Darwin to major South East Asian Ports are comparable to
distances from Darwin to Southern Australian Ports. This research study identifies
impediments to exporters and prospective exporters from Northern Australia
capitalising on this geographic proximity to Asian markets.

Map 1

Distances from Darwin to major Ports in the Region
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This research study is unique in that it examines the situation for perishable exporters
across the whole of Northern Australia. It builds on other research reports which have

been commissioned by separate State and Territory Governments to examine the
export situation in one particular sub-region of Northern Australia, for example the
Kimberley region of North Western Australia and the Townsville region of North
Queensland.

The research methodology for this Dissertation is based on a process of review of
related reports and statistical data, as well as analysis of extensive industry interviews
conducted across Northern Australia. Recognising that reliable and efficient transport
networks are vital to the success of perishable export trade, the research examines the
role that selected major air and sea ports across Northern Australia play in facilitating
perishable export trade from the region. The selected Ports are outlined in Chapter 3.
The research also considers various underlying organisational impediments which, if
addressed, will ease transport difficulties faced by North Australian exporters of
perishable produce. It then highlights possible options for addressing these various
impediments including policy options and strategies available for government and
industry to pursue.

Gaining the critical mass of volume and produce necessary for internationally
competitive export is a long term industry development goal. The research also
examines short-term measures, such as improved industry networking, which can be
adopted across regions to improve economies of scale, decrease industry
fragmentation and improve marketability of North Australian produce.
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1.2 The Importance of Transport Infrastructure to
Perishable Export Trade

A reliable, efficient, integrated transport system is essential in linking export trade to
overseas markets. Overseas importers, particularly in the perishable trade, require
commitment to continuity, quality and delivery satisfaction. If delivery is late,
damaged, or quantities less than ordered, then dissatisfaction occurs. All three of these
scenarios can occur when transport systems cannot adequately handle the volumes or
are not regular or direct enough to the customer. The reputation of the individual
export companies will then be at risk, which in turn affects the image of Australia, and
in this case Northern Australia, as a supplier and exporter.

This research reveals that North Australian perishable export trade is hindered by
various transport impediments, such as lack of sufficient direct flights, lack of cargo
capacity and unreliability at transhipping hubs. Underlying these impediments are
various organisational factors which, if addressed, could iron out some of the transport
difficulties. Some of these factors include limited planning for capacity growth and lack
of an export culture amongst some producer groups.

Consequent to these various transport and other impediments, North Australian
producers often find that the extra time and cost involved in freighting products bound
for export first to southern ports, exceeds the benefit gained by selling their produce on
the domestic market. Factors such as time delays certainly contribute to deterioration
of product which lessons its marketability and makes it uncompetitive internationally.
On the other hand, effective transport networks will smooth out these difficulties
encouraging existing producers to export more or new producers to begin to export.
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1.3 Historical Transport Linkages in a Northern Regional
Development Context

North Australia, and indeed Australia as a whole, is now focussing on the development
of export industries which can take advantage of the region's proximity to the
emerging markets of the East Asia and South Pacific regions.

Northern Port Administrators and industry representatives have recognised this
advantage and have increased their trade efforts and delegations to the regions to their
immediate North and East. This trade focus has developed alongside growing
commercial, cultural, sporting and educational links with these regions. This is
evidenced by events such as the bi-annual Arafura Sports Festival held in Darwin.

However, the current nature and pattern of shipping and air links from Northern
Australia, both vital ingredients to successful export trade, do not necessarily support
the trade push into Asia. Instead, they reflect the historical and traditional links
established between Northern Australia and the larger ports and centres of economic
development in Southern Australia.

With Northern Australia's smaller population base and consequent smaller economies
of scale than the south eastern parts of the continent, the region has had a historical
southwards orientation for the movement of goods. This is evidenced in road freight
costs which, due to the economies of backloading, have always been much cheaper
north-south to Brisbane, Perth or Adelaide.

North Queensland's shipping trade has historically been characterised by small scale
coastal trade, with the majority of export cargo transported south to the Ports of
Brisbane and Sydney for transhipment in larger container carriers to overseas
destinations in Europe and the United States. In North Western Australia, Ord River

12

producers are freighting produce to Perth and Fremantle because the whole cost
structure of these larger ports make them more commercially competitive, due to the
larger volumes handled, than the local northern Ports.

Growth in air traffic movements, both passenger and freight, from Northern Australia
has been slow. International services ceased at Townsville airport in March 1991 and
recommenced, for a short-lived period and with a limited service, in November 1992.
The following table, based on data collected by AVSTATS, Commonwealth
Department of Transport shows the growth trends in total aircraft, freight and
passenger movements over the period 1988-1994 for Kununurra, Broome, Darwin,
Townsville and Cairns airports.

Table 1.

Growth Trends at Major North Australian Airports for the Period
1988 1994
-

Airport

Total Aircraft
Movements

Total Freight

Kununurra

10.9%

International 0%
Domestic 33.8%

International 0%
Domestic 22.7%

Broome

16%

International 0%
Domestic 6 1 %

International 0%
Domestic 54.9%

Darwin

International 50%
Domestic 29%

International 22%
Domestic 29%

International 24. .6%
Domestic 33%

Townsville

International -150%
Domestic -129%

International -1.8%
Domestic -184%

International -280%
Domestic -114%

Cairns

International 68.8%
Domestic 24.6%

International 76.4%
Domestic 16.4%

International 72.4%
Domestic 38.6%

Source:
Development,

Total Revenue
Passengers

AVSTATS, Commonwealth Department of Transport and Regional
May, 1996.

The lower population base in the north, as well as lack of tourist accommodation and
facilities, particularly of an international standard, has slowed growth in international
passenger tourist traffic. One exception has been Cairns, which has experienced
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unprecedented growth over the past five years. Darwin International traffic is also
increasing. However, even with the growth in international flights, producers
experience delays and air cargo space difficulties.

Northern exporters often find that southern exporters have pre-booked much of the
freight space on international flights from Northern Australia. The growth in
international tourist flights to and from Cairns over the past five years has created
cargo space for fresh, high value produce to be exported quickly to destinations such
as Hong Kong and Singapore key nodal centres for buyers of this type of export
-

produce. However, the majority of these international flights originate from southern
centres prior to landing in Cairns. Therefore, particularly during peak periods,
Northern exporters have to seek alternative southern ports for export, such as Sydney,
Adelaide, or Perth, which have more frequent flights to the key buyer centres of
perishable produce, such as Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan.

Because of these impediments and barriers, whether they be due to historical trends,
economies of scale or infrastructure factors, northern exporters of perishable produce
lack the consistency and reliability in volume of export produce demanded by overseas
buyers. They also often lack the exporter networking and banding together that would
assist in getting greater volumes of northern product to overseas destinations in the
most cost effective and timely manner. This combination of factors will ultimately
contribute to making North Australian exports more internationally competitive and
assist in the overall economic growth of the region.

14

2.

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This literature review includes analysis of recent statistical data relevant to the study
and discussion of relevant recent reports commissioned by State, Territory and
Commonwealth Governments. These reports have been on issues relating to the
general North Australian economy, North Australian transport infrastructure and the
export of perishable produce from selected Northern Australian regions. Unlike the
research studies and Government commissioned reports to date, this Dissertation
research study, whilst building on previous research findings, is unique in that it
examines the situation across the whole of Northern Australian.

One difficulty or weakness for this study is the lack of accurate and available data
(from ABS and Annual Port Reports) on inter and intra state freight flows to ascertain
what volumes of produce are being freighted from Northern regions to southern ports
prior to export. At present, there is no accurate way of tracing what happens to
produce once it has left a North Australian region, as there are literally thousands of
freight operators, sub-contractors and export agents in the total export chain. Once
cargo is sold and freighted south, it is either sold on the domestic market or bought by
export agents.

Investigation of ABS export figures does not necessarily indicate the exact region of
origin of certain produce. ABS records will show produce grown on the Atherton
Tablelands and freighted to Brisbane for export, as export trade from the Port of
Brisbane. ABS International Trade Client Services also records Port of Destination,
but this is not necessarily country of final destination, as the cargo may be subsequently
transhipped to the preferred final destination.

A recent statistical update on Northern Australia's economy commissioned by the
Office of Northern Development and conducted by the South Australian Centre for

15

Economic Studies (1995) has been useful. The update indicates that close to 30% of
Australia's exports come from Northern Australia which is significant as the region
only has 5.45% of Australia's total population. Table 1 gives mercantile export figures
for Northern Australia over the 1990-1994 period.
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TABLE 2

MERCHANDISE EXPORTS, NORTHERN AUSTRALIA (Smillion)
1990-91

Agricultural Products
Wheat and Other Cereal Grains
Wool
Fish and Crustaceans
Fruit and Vegetables
Molasses
Other, including Livestock
TOTAL
Mineral Ores and Concentrates Excluding Mineral Fuels
Iron ore
Diamonds
Gold
Lead/zinc Concentrates
Bauxite
Copper Ore and Concentrates
Silica
Kaolin
Manganese
Uranium
Salt
Magnesia
Mineral Ashes
Other Minerals
TOTAL
Mineral Fuels, Lubricants and Other Petroleum Products
Coal
Crude oil, condensate and other petroleum products
LiquefiedNatural Gas
TOTAL
Manufactured and Semi-Processed Products
Raw Sugar
Alumina
Refined Copper and Copper Products
Unwrought Aluminium Products
Meat & Meat Preparations
Nickel Oxide
Unwrought Unrefined Lead
Machinery and Transport Equipment
Pearls
Other Manufactures
TOTAL
Total Merchandise Exports
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1991-92

1992-93

1993-94

104

30

15

10

121
176
27
13
41
483

159
178
14
13
59
452

131
200
13
28
83
469

128
210
10
14
124
495

2242
436
971
408
249
117
18
17
233
195
144
0
25
4
5060

2696
565
976
328
197
32
16
18
167
144
171
7
30
6
5354

2774
520
1046
262
193
46
20
21
153
61
176
33
31
2
5338

2712
477
1271
270
210
83
20
24
170
71
15
30
47
15
5414

3174
1567
753
5494

3624
1302
762
5688

4157
1278
923
6358

3983
965
914
5863

664
1139
419
331
125
179
127

925
363
299
131
207
127

732
884
391
311
109
219
161

958
889
357
284
139
177
122

191
103

196
142

239
129

208
153

151
3429
14466

169
3081
14575

216
3392
15558

313
3599
15370

It is evident from the above table that minerals and mineral products still form the
major part of North Australia's merchandise export figure. This is evident in the case of
the Port of Townsville, where although the volume of total imports and exports from
the Port has increased markedly between 1989-90 and 1993-94, the major commodity
is still minerals and mineral products accounting in 1993-94 for 73.4% of imports and
50% of exports. (CAERA, 1994). It is interesting to note from the above table that
fresh produce forms a much smaller proportion of North Australia's merchandise
export figure with an increase in real value of only $12 million in export earnings from
1990-1994 in these products. The largest increase has been in the export of livestock,
fish and crustaceans.

However, although minerals and mineral products form the greater majority of exports
from Northern Australia, at the Chartered Institute of Transport Conference on
Forging Transport Links held at Darwin, September 1994, AUSTRADE identified the
major growth areas for North Australian exports to be in the areas of horticulture,
seafood, fruit and vegetables, manufactured products and the service industry.

At this conference, AUSTRADE stated that the growth in demand for North
Australian perishable produce has emerged due to:

the advantages of the different seasonal growing period across Northern Australia
to that of the Northern Hemisphere and southern Australia;

•

the clean water and good soil conditions of the region; and

•

the recognition of the huge potential market on North Australia's doorstep.

A relevant study to this research is the Study of International Outbound Passenger
Traffic and Air Freight from the Townsville/North Queensland Region conducted by
18

the National Centre for Studies in Travel and Tourism for Townsville Enterprise Ltd in
1993. This study demonstrates the pattern of south bound produce for export. The
study report identifies the airports at which produce originating from North
Queensland was actually loaded onto an international aircraft.

19

Table I

Estimated Export Air Freigh
t of Perishable Primary Products Sou
rced from the North Queensland
International Airport of Departu
Region:
re by Destination 1991
-

DES11NATION
NEW
ZEALAND

AIRPORT
CAIRNS

BRISBANE

SYDNEY

TOTAL

OTHER
PACIFIC
(mainly PNG)

NORTH
AMERICA

HONG
KONG

SINGAPORE

(mainly Japan)

OTHER ASIA

UK & MIDDLE
EUROPE
EAST

TOTAL ALL

DESTINATIONS

tonnes
% Across
% Down

250
40.3%
8.4%

75
121%
68.2%

15
2.4%
75.0%

50
8.1%
1.7%

190
30.6%
12.3%

620

2095
44.0%
70.2%

15
2.4%
16.7%

0

tonnes
% Across
% Down

25
4.0%
20.8%

0.0%
0.0%

25
0.5%
22.7%

100.0%
7.7%

0
0.0%
0.0%

1410
29.6%
47.6%

1050
22.1%
67.7%

tonnes
% Across
% Down

50
1.1%
41.7%

64.0
23.7%
21.4%

40
0.8%
44.4%

90
1.9%
36.0%

10
0.4%
9.1%

4760
100.0%
58.9%

5
0.2%
25.0%

1500
55.5%
50.7%

310
11.5%
20.0%

45
1.7%
37.5%

35
1.4%
38.9%

160
5.9%
64.0%

2705
100.0%
33.5%

*onncs
% Across
% Down

2985
36.9%
100.0%

100
1.4%
100.0%

20
0.2%
100.0%

2960
36.6%
100.0%

1550
19.2%
100.0%

120
1.5%
100.0%

90
1.1%
100.0%

250
3.1%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%

Source:

National Centre for Studies in Travel

and Tourism, 1993, p40.
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Table 3 from the Air Freight Study shows the distribution of the estimated total
tonnage of perishable export produce from the Townsville region by destination and
International airport of loading in 1991. Brisbane, in Southern Queensland, was the
main International airport of load ing/d eparture (58.9%) followed by Sydney (33.5%),
then Cairns (7.6%).

Meat and horticultural produce was freighted by road transport from the Townsville
region to the international airports of departure, whilst domestic air transport
accounted for all of the dried and fresh chilled seafood freighted south. Domestic air is
a more viable option for these products because of their higher profit margin and/or
smaller size/weight of the average consignment, compared to meat and horticultural
products (National Centre for Studies in Travel and Tourism, 1993, p39).

The study researchers for this Townsville Region freight study experienced some
difficulties in getting accurate data from exporters. The researchers pointed out that
only a handful of the large number of registered export establishments were either
willing or able to provide export estimates. Also, the vast majority of primary export
produce was actually handled by agents outside the region. The main reasons cited by
freight forwarders and exporters for not using Townsville airport were:

•

the lack of direct services and scheduling/frequency of existing services;

•

consolidation of consignments in Brisbane and Sydney;

•

insufficient airline capacity and

•

expensive freight rates (Brisbane was cited as 20% less).
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Another recent report highlighting the lack of Northern transport capacity is the
Western Global's Western Australian Perishable Export Freight Study. This study,
commissioned by the Western Australian Government in 1994 found that up to $80
million in perishable exports from Western Australia could be jeopardised over the next
two years if action was not taken to overcome constraints in air freight capacity. The
study report cited the Ord River production area in North Western Australia as
offering considerable potential for Australia's perishable export industry. However, the
study found that the lack of co-ordination and the limitations in air freight capacity
were acting as severe deterrants to the expansion of perishable exports from this
region. (Western Global, 1994). The researchers cited the importance of accessing
accurate statistical data to determine precise variations between available capacity and
volume of products requiring freight, and to determine trends of product volume by
destinations, capacity and frequency. However, the researchers found that the airline
and forwarding groups could not provide this specific data, so they had to rely on a
comprehensive interview process of all the major groups in the export chain to
supplement the lack of current and historical data.

Building on the findings from these recent studies and their similar research
methodologies, this research attempts to examine why this NorthlSouth freight flow is
still occurring and what factors can be brought into play to enhance the development
of perishable produce export trade from regions across Northern Australia.

22

3. METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES
3.1 Outline of Methodology

The methodology used for this study included:

Analysis of data collected from various sources.

Selection of key North Australian Air and Sea Ports to focus the research.

Identification of key players in the North Australian perishable export trade to
interview.

Decision on type of interview structure and process.

3.2 Procedures

The initial topic area began with a broad investigation of exports from Northern
Australia, both interstate and international, with the purpose of investigating the role
North Australian Air and Sea Ports play in facilitating exports from Northern Australia.
The objectives were to assess whether the port facilities at major centres across North
Australia were meeting the level of demand from producers and exporters. The
research was refined to investigate the export of perishable produce from North
Australia and to assess the influence played by market proximity. An investigation of
transport infrastructure and other factors highlighted in Chapter 4 was undertaken to
gauge the influence market proximity may have on the development of this export
industry.
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3.2.1 North Australian Ports included in this Study

The major North Australian Ports examined in this study are the airports located at
Townsville and Cairns in North Queensland, Broome and Kununurra in North Western
Australia and Darwin in the Northern Territory. Major seaports examined are those
located at Darwin, Townsville, Cairns, Broome and Wyndham. Other major North
Australian ports, such as Port Headland, Gladstone and Mackay, are significant for
their shipment of bulk minerals, associated products and bulk cargos, which, although
important to this regions' economy, are not the subject of this research study.

Map 2 illustrates the major North Australian centres. The air and sea ports selected for
this study are underlined. It also shows main road links. The only rail line follows the
road link north along the Queensland coast to Cairns and west to Mt Isa.

3.2.2 Discussions with Key Players in the Export
Chain

In order to adequately assess the role that transport networks and market proximity
may play in facilitating the export of perishable produce from Northern Australia,
discussions were held with key players in the export chain throughout Northern
Australia between July and October 1994 (The list of respondents is given in Appendix

r
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1). Categories of people and organisations selected for interview included managers of
the selected Port Authorities, key airlines and freight transport carriers in the region,
fruit and vegetable producer and exporter groups, relevant Government Departments
and Research Institutions, Chambers of Commerce, Institutes of Export, Business
Development Committees and Exporter Networking groups.

It was decided to conduct the interviews face to face by visiting the key centres and
ports. This took approximately four weeks over a four month period, one week in the
-

Cairns and Townsville regions, one week in the Kimberley region of North Western
Australia and approximately two weeks in the Northern Territory. Some telephone
interviews were also carried out. Meetings were carried out with one, two, three and
sometimes six people at a time, depending on the size and nature of the organisation.
Seven people were represented at the meeting set up with the Cairns Business
Development Committee of the Cairns Confederation of Industry.

The interviews were unstructured ie without an interview schedule because the aim of
the interviews was not to get exact details on amounts exported as this would not be
conclusive, but to gain an indication of trends, impediments, impressions and
qualitative detail.

The interviews revealed a number of common issues and impediments to explain why
much Northern Australian perishable produce and general cargo bound for export is
still being transported southwards prior to export and why proximity to markets is not
necessarily an overriding advantage for North Australian producers and exporters.
Chapter 4 analyses the findings.
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4.

FINDINGS (ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION)

4.1 Overview

As outlined in the introduction, an efficient transport network is essential to the timely
and efficient delivery of perishable produce from region of production to export
markets. This Chapter examines the issues raised by some of the key players in the
export chain interviewed throughout North Australia in relation to adequacy of
transport and associated infrastructure from the selected major North Australian air
and sea ports highlighted on Map 2.

The case example below illustrates the varying roles played by transport and proximity
and highlights the key concepts explored in this research

Darwin is a closer option than Perth for Ord River producers to send their produce for
export. Therefore, one would expect Ord producers to favour Darwin over Perth as a
freight export destination. However, after discussions with the Ord River CoOperative it is evident that producers are sending the majority of their produce south
to Perth.

Darwin, the closer option is not utilised due to:

higher road freight costs due to cheaper backloading to Perth;
the lack of air freight space from Broome or Kununurra to Darwin;
the lack of an independent storage and handling facility for certain products in
Darwin; and,
the lack of a competitively priced and regular shipping service between Darwin
and Singapore.

Thus the transport impediments are multi-faceted, and proximity is not necessarily

pro

an overriding advantage for North Australian exporters in terms of cost and timing.

4.2 Air Cargo Capacity

Direct air links between production region and market destination are vital to the
success of perishable produce export trade. A common issue raised by North
Australian producers and exporters is the lack of a consistent air cargo freight
operation that will guarantee supply to overseas buyers. Exporters across Northern
Australia have to rely on the availability of freight space on passenger flights which are
scheduled to fit in with tourist demand and commercial viability.

Air cargo export from Cairns has grown mainly due to increases in international tourist
traffic. International airlines operate on a commercial basis relying on passenger
numbers to determine flight destinations and times. When Cathay-Pacific airlines
introduced their Cairns/Hong Kong route it offered a good opportunity to increase the
direct export of perishable produce from Cairns to Hong Kong. However, even with
the introduction of this route, there is still not enough capacity for the export cargo
demand, particularly during peak seasons.

This is the case for several reasons. First, the Cairns flight system is based on inbound
tourism which is not particularly suited for the export of perishable goods. This is
demonstrated by the present Cathay-Pacific flight route which operates once a week
non-stop between Hong Kong and Cairns, but with return flights from Cairns to Hong
Kong via Brisbane or Cairns to Hong Kong via Sydney. This problem may have been
slightly alleviated since October 1994, when Cathay-Pacific commenced operating
twice a week non-stop flights direct from Hong Kong to Cairns, returning once a week
direct from Cairns to Hong Kong.
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Secondly, southern forwarders are booking cargo space ahead on flights from Cairns.
Most international buyers in the perishable export market are purchasing out of Hong
Kong, hence cargo space on the Cathay-Pacific flights from Cairns to Hong Kong is
often booked ahead by Brisbane or Sydney forwarders which in turn reduces the space
available for Cairns produce. When the Cathay-Pacific plane arrives in Cairns, it is at
peak times 90% loaded with Brisbane freight. The situation with Qantas airlines is
similar. Even though there are 32 Qantas flights per week between Cairns and Japan, a
lot of cargo is loaded onto these flights in Brisbane. Many international flights leaving
Darwin originate from southern centres, such as Singapore Airlines which originate
from Brisbane, and Qantas from Sydney. These flights are also heavily loaded with
freight when they arrive in Darwin.

One exception to this is the case of aquaculture producers in Far North Queensland
who have little difficulty in obtaining freight space, due to proximity of prawn farms
and fishing grounds to Cairns International Airport and the premium paid for fresh or
live seafood in top Asian hotels and restaurants.

The capacity at Perth airport, where most of North Western Australia's perishable
produce is sent prior to export, is reaching capacity limits. The growth in perishable
exports has reached the point where it is outstripping the growth in capacity available
on scheduled air services at Perth airport. Therefore, the passenger/freight system is
not offering the capacity required to accommodate the complete air export task. This
lack of air freight capacity will hinder the development of this export industry in this
region.

As was also highlighted from analysis of interviews conducted for Western Global's
1994 Western Australia Perishable Export Freight Study, this system of passenger
demand influencing airline freight capacity does not take into account the prior
planning of production and securing of markets needed by exporters. This creates
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tension as air transport capacity demand is not met. This lack of coordination, planning
and guaranteed uplift results in lost capacity and damage to Australia's reputation as a
reliable supplier of export product.

4.3 Infrastructure Deficiencies

North Australian air and sea ports suffer from several infrastructure deficiences which
effect uplift of perishable produce for export. In the case of Townsville airport, Garuda
Airlines were unsuccessful in gaining the volumes to Asian markets as there was only
one flight per week between Townsville and Denpasar and this ceased operation in
November 1994. In order to increase the volume of air freight exported, the
Townsville business community approached Cathay-Pacific airlines to operate a direct
link between Townsville and Hong Kong. However, Cathay-Pacific airlines consider it
commercially unviable with Cairns and Townsville international airports operating only
fifty minutes from each other. In addition, Townsville airport cannot handle 747
aircraft because of runway weight restrictions and the present runway length.

Choice of destination for Northern Territory exporters is restricted to airline schedules.
These often do not directly service the exporter's preferred markets. Darwin exporters
who wish to export direct to Hong Kong have to overnight their produce at Singapore
to wait for a connecting flight. Similarly, with Malaysian airlines freight must overnight
at Kuala Lumpur prior to obtaining a connecting flight to Singapore.

There are other infrastructure deficiencies associated with using Darwin airport, such
as insufficient container cargo capacity on Royal Brunei Airlines operating between
Darwin and Brunei, as well as difficulties obtaining connecting flights from Brunei.
Although Ansett now operate several flights a week from Darwin to Denpasar, not
much freight is carried due to the small size of aircraft (737) and the lack of handling
and chiller facilities at Denpasar Airport.
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International flights from North Western Australia are non existent except for the
occasional charter, even though both Broome and Derby South airports have runways
capable of accepting international jets. The Singapore based HPL Group organised air
charters to Broome from Singapore and Malaysia in 1993 and 1994. Ansett are
investigating the potential of a weekly Broome Denpasar or Broome-Singapore
-

service and there have also been discussions with Garuda, Sempati Air, Merpati and
Singapore Silkair regarding the potential for regular air services to and from the
Kimberley region. Qantas have introduced a Broome-Alice Springs airlink, but there
are difficulties in getting Ord produce onto connecting flights from Alice Springs to
Darwin and beyond.

The BAE-146 aircraft operating out of Broome cannot carry the sealed containers
needed to export fish caught in the Broome region, therefore this produce must be
road freighted to Perth, and then to Sydney.

A hopeful sign for potential exporters is plans by Kununurra airport management to
extend the airport runway length by 200 metres and width by 45 metres to
accommodate larger aircraft. At present, Barramundi fingerlings are flown in to Lake
Argyle Fisheries from Darwin, bred in enclosures in the lake, then on maturity, air
freighted from Kununurra to Perth to be sold on the Perth market. Argyle Fisheries
note there is plenty of export demand for both fresh and frozen fish from the region,
but acknowledge that the transport and volume problems need to be overcome prior to
entering the export market.

There is also demand for Ord River fresh fish (silver cobbler) in Europe and East Asia.
However, impediments to the export of live fish include the need for larger aircraft, a
more frequent service between Kununurra and Darwin or an international air service
out of Kununurra. It is felt that as tourism develops, there will be more commercial
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reasons for upgrading Kununurra airport which will then provide Ord producers and
Lake Argyle Fisheries with more opportunities for domestic trade and international
export.

Fortescue Seafood, a Company based in Broome, state they would be capable of
producing one ton per day of seafood for the Darwin market, but point to difficulties
with getting the produce on flights to Darwin when domestic passenger usage always
takes precedence. Also, because of problems pallotizing in smaller boxes on the smaller
flights between Broome and Darwin or Broome and Perth, the fish are pallotized in
larger containers and road transported to Perth, where they can go onto the larger
aircraft from there.

4.4 Airport Cold Storage Capacity

It is advantageous for exporters of perishable goods to have cold storage facilities
available at the airport of international departure. However there is a lack of cold
storage capacity at Cairns, Townsville, Darwin, Broome and Kununurra airports. In
contrast there are adequate cold storage facilities available at the larger southern
airports of Perth, Adelaide and Brisbane.

This lack of cold storage facilities at major North Australian airports is particularly a
problem when fresh produce, which has a finite life especially in tropical heat
conditions, must be diverted to southern flights during peak seasons. However,
discussions with various airline freight operators and airport managers indicate that
cold storage facilities would not be built unless volume and demand levels increase.
Darwin airport, which at present has limited chiller facilities, has the land to expand
cold storage facililities. However talks held between airport management and the
Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries indicate that it would not be viable to
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build these facilities if they would only be used for three months a year during the peak
production season.

4.5 Cost of Dedicated Air Freight Carriers

One option for handling peaks in volumes is to organise dedicated freight carrier
aircraft. At present dedicated air freight services operate almost exclusively out of
Sydney and Melbourne. These flights carry general as well as perishable freight.

The question of putting on dedicated freight carriers was raised by various grower and
export representatives from across Northern Australia, however their feasability has
been seen as unlikely at this stage due to a lack of organisational commitment from
producers to use such a service, as well as the lack of product volume from North
Australian regions. Dedicated freight carriers do come into Darwin airport, but only
for refUelling at present.

Freighter aircraft is much more expensive due to the lack of passenger remuneration.
Costs associated with operating these aircraft are such that the carriage of perishables
alone would be insufficient to cover costs, and inbound cargo must be secured as well
as outbound cargo for dedicated freight carrier viability (National Centre for Studies in
Travel and Tourism, 1993, p 41). This issue of the need to increase inbound hauls and
two-way trade is discussed further in Section 5.6.

4.6 Road freight Costs and Backloading

Because key North Australian airports experience air freight cargo capacity shortfalls,
particularly during peak seasons, much cargo is transported south by refrigerated
trucks. This southern freight cost factor is thus added on to the cost for North
Australian fruit and vegetable producers to export overseas.
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A major reason for this southward movement of freight is that road freight costs have
always been much cheaper north-south, for example to Brisbane, Perth or Adelaide,
due to the economies of backloading

By way of comparison, the road distance from Kununurra to Darwin is 870 kilometres,
compared to 3,200 kilometres from Kununurra to Perth. Despite this, very little Ord
produce, such as cotton, sunflowers, soybeans, chickpeas, peanuts and hay goes to or
through the Port of Darwin. Over 90% of Ord agricultural and 95% of fish produce is
freighted to Perth. This is not surprising when the cost does not vary beyond 11 to 14
cents per kilo for both distances.

North Western Australian melons (rock melons to the value of $9 million, and honey
dew to the value of half a million a year) are road freighted to Perth or the Eastern
States and then air freighted to South East Asia. Maize is also freighted to Perth, then
sold to Papua New Guinea. This trend is likely to be continued for new horticultural
industries in the Ord River production area, including the developing sugar industry.
The Ord River District Cooperative has indicated that sugar will be sent from the Ord
via Wyndham Port to Fremantle to be exported to South East Asia.

4.7 shipping

Although most persihable produce is air freighted, some value added produce, as well
as live cattle, utilises shipping services. However, the following discussion indicates
that North Australian shipping is characterised by:

delays with cargo transfer at transhipping hubs,
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lengthy shipping times between port of departure and destination, and

increased cost factors due to smaller volumes.

It is essential that these impediments be addressed to assist North Australian regional
exports to become internationally competitive.
Transhipment Delays

The smaller North Australian carriers often have to tranship cargo at Singapore which
adds to the expense and creates time delays for North Australian exporters. For
example, CB Marine Shipping from Townsville direct to Singapore takes up to fifteen
days, then goods are transhipped to Hong Kong or Bangkok. By comparison, the
shipping time on the larger liners between Melbourne and Hong Kong direct is eleven
days. Transhipment at Singapore is not necessary with these larger container liners
leaving the southern capital cities. North Australian exporters report severe delays
occurring at the transhipment hubs with cargo transfers not meeting importer deadlines
or requirements. This degree of uncertainty with cargo handling discourages potential
exporters.

Most of the large international container vessels only call in at the larger southern
ports. Therefore, the alternative for many North Australian producers and exporters is
still to freight produce to southern ports for export in the larger container vessels to
further destinations, for example Europe, UK, Taiwan and the USA. Previously, the
large chiller vessels used to go from Derby to Darwin, Townsville, then Japan.
However, since these ships stopped calling in at Derby, it is no longer viable for them
to stop at Darwin. Adelaide can offer a direct shipping service to Japan, Hong Kong,
Europe and the United States. Therefore, it offers better sea freight rates than ships
from Darwin which have to arrange transhipping at Singapore.
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Time Delays

Prior to its closure in June 1995, Stateships, or the Western Australian Coastal
Shipping Commission, offered two non-integrated services the North West and
-

Darwin service and the Islands and South East Asia service. For the North West and
Darwin service, two vessels operated a nine day service from Fremantle to Broome,
Yampi, Wyndham and Darwin. Stateships served South East Asia with I ship sailing
from Fremantle every 2 and a half weeks with a 12 to 15 day transit time to Singapore.
The service often experienced delays and frequencies slipped from 10 to 12 days.
Underutilisation was endemic with estimated loads of5l% of capacity northbound and
8% of capacity utilised southbound. (Newton, 1994, p 20). Newton's 1994 Review of
Stateships stated that the organisation "utilised vessels too small, too slow and too
expensive to be ever a commercially viable operation...... failing to forge any strategic
links with commercial operators in Singapore to provide global coverage for Western
Australian exporters.".

Cost Factors

Cost factors are evident in the lack of liner shipping services operating all the way up
the Queensland coast and stopping at all the regional ports. In the end it is a
commercial decision for ship operators to call at only a few of the major Australian
southern ports, especially when critical mass factors are at work, for example most
meatworks and major manufacturers are located closer to the capital cities of Brisbane,
Sydney and Melbourne.

Darwin's proximity to South East Asian hub ports, does not appear to be a significant
cost advantage as transport or logistics costs are not necessarily lower over shorter
distances than longer distances. Even though the port of Darwin is 5 sailing days from
Singapore, the cost to ship a container from Darwin to Singapore significantly exceeds
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the cost of shipping the same container from Brisbane, Sydney or Melbourne. This is
because of low volumes and the lack of two way hauls. It is cheaper to ship freight
from Ujung Pandang to Jakarta, and then to ship in large freighters direct to Sydney,
rather than to ship freight direct from Ujung Pandang to Darwin, even though Darwin
is closer to Indonesia. Perkins Shipping Company in Darwin gives comparative cost
estimates, per container, as Singapore to Sydney by ship $US 800, compared to
-

Singapore to Darwin by ship $US 1,750. The Darwin to Sydney by truck estimate is
-

$US 888 and Darwin to Sydney by rail, (if completed) is $US 400.
-

Cargo Volumes and Trade Imbalances

The policy dilemma and critical development issue for North Australian major ports is
how to increase trade volumes, and how to decrease market access costs.
It is not simply whether to build a new port, a new rail link or to upgrade a Trade
Development Zone. Port development is about delivering competitive advantage to
shippers, individual firms, importers and exporters; and facilitating freight movement
(or trade) between markets. A port is only one element in an end to end movement of
freight.

Although the port of Darwin occupies an important strategic location in terms of
defence and international shipping routes, support to mining projects, aid development
and support to oil and gas locations and fishing fleets, it is still a relatively small
regional port which suffers from a low level of utilisation, low throughput volumes,
low rates of growth with total volumes less than 800,000 tonnes, and imbalances of
trade, with empty containers on return movements.

Darwin's main shipping company, Perkins Shipping, offers a 3 weekly service from
Darwin to Singapore, which calls at Kupang northbound and Ujung Pandang
southbound. Services to the major centres of Singapore and Jakarta are locked into
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-

low trade volumes, low frequencies and high costs. This is seen as being due to a lack
of two way hauls, the difficulty in getting a large manufacturing base established in
Darwin and the low population base and domestic market in Darwin. The Northern
Territory's Industry Search and Opportunities Office (ISO) estimates that 80% of
Northern Territory firms employ nine people or less. This affects costs and associated
time needed to become successful in exporting.

Currently, numerous major shipping lines bypass Darwin en route to or from east coast
Australian ports, New Zealand ports or as part of round the world services.
CB Marine in Townsville operates a Queensland South East Asia service on a twice
monthly basis and prior to a recent decision to commence more regular calls to
Darwin, it called on Darwin only on inducement if cargo was available.

Return haul trade prospects between Darwin and East Indonesia include furniture and
timber products from Central and South Sulawesi, coconut products from Ujung
Pandang and the Southern Philippines and potential exports of marble from Central
Sulawesi. It is likely that bulk cargoes, such as live cattle, timber, cement and minerals
will sustain specialist vessels of one sort or another, but low cargo volumes will make
the supply of liner-type shipping services very difficult.

The biggest growth area in North Australian perishable shipping cargo has been in the
export of live cattle, especially from the Ports of Darwin and Wyndham. At Darwin's
Hudson Creek, up to 1000 head of cattle a time are handled by relatively small vessels,
where they are loaded by Rooneys Shipping and exported to the Philippines and
Indonesia. The challenge now is to attract return haul cargo as these vessels are
presently returning empty.

In terms of future potential, the Port of Wyndham in North Western Australia lacks the
equipment necessary to handle anything like the volume of produce that could be
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produced in the Ord irrigated area. Its shallow approaches and strong tidal currents
generally limit the port to ships of less than 20,000 duet and the approach channel
bends limit the port to vessels below 188 metres in length. The approach channel is
navigable only in daylight and pilotage is compulsory (Ord River Irrigation Project,
1994, p13).

4.8 Other Impediments

Although adequate and efficent transport infrastructure and networks are vital to
successful competitive export trade, other factors impinge on a regions export
capacity, particularly for perishable export trade. These factors are outlined below.

4.8.1 Volume in Northern Product
A major drawback to developing a consistent air freight operation for perishable
export trade is the lack of volume in Northern product. This is at a time when there is
increasing demand from overseas markets for larger tonnages from Northern Australia.

A considerable amount of perishable freight leaves the Townsville region by road and
rail either to Cairns for air cargo transport to Brisbane and further south for
consolidation prior to sale on the domestic market or export. A Queensland
Department of Business, Industry and Regional Development air freight study interim
report (May 1994) estimates that approximately 250 tonnes per week leaves the
Townsville region for export through Brisbane or Cairns.

The lack of Northern export volumes is also exacerbated by the use of central
wharehousing systems for the major supermarket chains in Brisbane, Adelaide and
Perth. Produce which originates from the Tablelands in North Queensland is freighted
to Brisbane for distribution by the supermarket chains, then often refreighted back to
North Queensland for domestic consumption.
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Volumes are leaving the North because, as has been mentioned previously, it is cheaper
to road freight produce south than north due to semi trailer backloading which covers
fuel costs on return trips south. Also, rail is used to freight produce between North
Queensland and Brisbane as Brisbane has the advantage of being a large intermodal
centre for rail and rail is still considered the cheapest way of moving shipping
containers.

Other examples of Northern produce being freighted south prior to export include:

Northern Territory mangos sent to Brisbane where a heat treatment facility is
available to eradicate fruit fly. The mangos are then exported after treatment to
Japan, which has strict requirements regarding fruit fly detection.

Northmeat, a company at Katherine in the Northern Territory has a sister
wharehouse in Adelaide. The company freights Northern Territory meat to
Adelaide then exports it to Korea. Offal meat cuts are freighted to Sydney prior
to export to Europe.

Borroloola mud crabs and prawns are freighted to Sydney prior to export to
Japan.

Whilst this produce continues to be freighted south and exported through southern
ports, it does not show up in ABS statistics as export originating from Northern
Australia. Therefore, the amount of perishable produce originating from North
Australian regions could be much more than statistical sources indicate.
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4.8.2 Seasonality in Production

North Australian fruit and vegetable production is highly seasonal and characterised by
peaks in demand for air cargo freight space. Discussions with exporters across
Northern Australia reveal that there is adequate air cargo capacity for the off season
exports. However, during the peak season (October-December), when volume
outstrips supply of capacity, there is uncertainty and confusion in the allocation of
capacity, as the commodities that can provide the highest yield are given preference.
Whatever the season, seafood takes higher priority over fruit and vegetables as it pays
top rates due to its higher value. During the crayfish season in Western Australia,
North Western Australian agriculture producers have difficulty getting produce out of
Perth due to crayfish exporters booking in advance and the higher value of this product
to air freight operators.

The North Queensland mango industry clashes with the lychee industry at Christmas
time and mangos have to be forwarded to Sydney at the same time that airline
passenger traffic is also at its holiday peak. In the summer rockmelon season there is
limited capacity for cargo hence produce is often put on any flight available, for
example, via Sydney to South East Asia.

A suggested solution to the seasonality peaks is to set up some value adding
processing factories in Northern Australia (see Section 4.9.2). There are no processing
or canning factories at present located in Northern Australia, and debate is still
occurring where best to locate one or more such facility Cairns, Darwin, Kununurra
-

and Katherine have been suggested as possible locations. Much however, will depend
on the capability of various North Australian regions to attract suitable investment for
the establishment of such facilities.
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4.8.3 Export Culture

Many of the key producer and exporter groups interviewed expressed the view that
there was a need for a change in culture for North Australian producers. It was
reported that some producers are locked into a tradition of supplying the domestic
southern market. ABS (1994) revealed that an estimated 82.9% of the value of
Northern Territory horticultural production was sold interstate, 3.2% was exported,
and 13.9% was sold locally. A longer term view is required which would see producers
diversifying their enterprises towards production for export markets. Governments
may need to play a more facilitative role in assisting producers to enhance marketing
and other skill areas required for export success.

Some producers, locked into production for domestic markets, state they can often get
a better price for their produce directly from the farm gate. This saves on freight
transport costs south and the effort of finding an export agent, usually located outside
the region, for example in Sydney. (National Centre for Studies in Travel & Tourism,
1993, p 36).

Producers sometimes adopt a practice of flooding the market when the domestic
market price is high. This practice neglects export trade and is short sighted, as
exporting actually assists in stopping gluts on the local market.

Chart 1 shows the proportion of Northern Territory Wild Fish Harvest sent to local,
interstate and overseas destinations. It is obvious that very little of this product (.08%)
is presently being exported overseas direct from Darwin.
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CHART 1: DESTINATION OF NORTHERN TERRITORY WILD FISH HARVEST
1992/93
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Source: Northern Territory Department of Primary Industry & Fisheries 1994.

Another problem relates to the localised nature of northern grower groups. This
disadvantage is apparent when there is no organised buyer group to obtain space ahead
in aircraft. This practice of booking cargo space ahead in aircraft is becoming
increasingly common amongst southern grower groups and exporters.

This raises the issue of the lack of an over-all coordinating body acting as a catalyst to
bring together all the elements involved in the air exporting chain at various Northern
regional centres.
4.8.4 Political and Institutional Impediments

Decisions regarding Queensland Rail operations in Townsville are still made in
Brisbane. Brisbane Headquarters of Queensland Rail will decide whether to relocate
the Townsville rail yards from their central city location to that of the port. The
Townsville Port Authority wants the rail yards centralised at the Port as there is
presently a charge of $100 per container to freight cargo from the present rail yards to
the Port.
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Another factor potentially affecting Townsville Port's future operations is the proposed
construction of a CRA slurry line from Mt Isa Minerals Province to Kurumba. If this
eventuates, Queensland Rail may be called on to subsidise the Mt Isa/Townsville rail
line which presently takes Mt Isa Mines produce through to the Port of Townsville.

A further impediment, according to North Queensland Customs Brokers Pty Ltd, is the
forecast cessation of the larger Conference shipping lines, for example P&O, between
Townsville and Brisbane. The ships on these lines are larger, quicker and go to further
destinations. Normally smaller vessels operate on non-conference lines. This could be
seen as a threat to Townsville's growing bulk container trade.

4.8.5 Award Conditions
Different shipping labour award conditions required by the Commonwealth and States
is an impediment to the expansion of North Queensland regional coastal shipping.
Shipping trade between Cairns and Torres Strait is operated under State award
conditions, but if this trade goes across State borders, for example into the Northern
Territory to Darwin, then Commonwealth awards, which are designed for international
long distance overseas trade, must apply. This means different restrictions on the
manning of vessels and the mandatory use of waterside union labour. Trade between
Cairns and Port Moresby is required to adhere to this award. However, because of the
distances involved, this trade is regarded by the locals as inter-regional coastal trade
which should not need to adhere to international regulations. Also, because of
international shipping regulations, foreign flag vessels cannot off load cargo between
Townsville, Cairns and Darwin.
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4.8.6 External Factors

North Australian perishable food exporters face competition, not only from southern
growers, but from countries such as Chile and Mexico. Both countries have low labour
costs and good shipping facilities. The Ord River producers compete with United
States producers who are able to sell good quality melons in Hong Kong at a very low
price. New Zealand shipping facilities also compete strongly by being highly organised
and export oriented. Brazil, Peru and some African countries compete with North
Australian mango producers as these countries are able to produce and export in the
same time frame, ie. November and December.

Another external impediment is the high import duty (currently 50%) on goods
entering Papua New Guinea and Indonesia two important trade destinations for
-

North Queensland produce. This duty is a charge on top of the freight charge
component.

As well, transhipping hubs in Asia, in particular Singapore, are operating beyond
available capacity. Asian export growth is also soaking up capacity in these hubs and
this will continue to generate considerable pressure on transhipping options, so
important to North Australian producers and exporters.

4.9. Capturing Export Opportunities

Northern Australia cannot rely solely on its proximity to Asian and Pacific markets for
the successful development of its perishable export trade.

In order to increase the overall growth in capacity of perishable export produce
through the major Northern Australian air and sea ports, increased volume and
regularity of export trade is required. Various impediments to this occurring have been
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discussed, such as historical north-south links, economies of scale and infrastructure
deficiencies

Although there are significant transport difficulties which impede the growth and
reliability of perishable exports from Northern Australia, a lot can be done to
significantly reduce these difficulties. This section outlines several options or
recommendations raised by interviewees for government and industry to consider in
relation to increasing perishable produce exports from Northern Australia.

Options, with Case examples, include industry networking, value adding, developing
an export culture and new markets, infrastructure initiatives and cross regional
linkages. With better coordination and market information, producer and grower
groups can be assisted in their decision-making regarding entering new markets, value
adding and the logistics of cargo transfer.

Governments can also play a facilitative role in assistance with marketing, networking,
research and development, education and training. Various Government initiatives
occur in the area of support for increased networking and export enhancement.
However many North Australian companies are not accessing them. This has been
reported in the 1994 Office of Northern Development Submission to the Burgess
Inquiry into Government Enterprise Development Programs(994). The
appropriateness and promotional aspects of some schemes and grants offered by
government to industry, particularly the smaller scale enterprises operating throughout
Northern Australia, may need to be re-examined.

Many private sector initiatives are occurring, but too often these are single industry or
sector initiatives. Some of these initiatives, including industry networking, are outlined
below.
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4.9.1 Private Sector Initiatives, including
Networking and Banding together for Cheaper Freight
Rates.

North Australian producer groups wanting to export are starting to band together to
increase export capacity, offer economies of scale, generate better returns and assist
with marketing. Examples of successful private sector marketing groups are: the Far
North Export Group, Fresh Double Red Pty Ltd from Bowen and Bundaberg,
Mareeba and Innisfail Export Food Co-Operatives and "West Rockies", a rockmelon
exporting group from North Western Australia. Beeflands in Townsville, have banded
together for better returns for farmers rather than selling to Smorgans, a southern
based group. The Burdekin Food Cooperative is aiming to consolidate resources to
have one packing facility in the region. The Ord River District Cooperative is a
collective of growers involved in the production and marketing of perishable produce
from North Western Australia.

World Marketing Pty Ltd, is a Cairns Company which has been successful in banding
together lychee, rhambutan and custard apple grower groups to obtain cheaper air
freight rates. Four years ago there were nineteen growers in this group. Now there are
over one hundred growers from the Tablelands, Northern New South Wales and the
East Queensland coast. This has been beneficial in solving the problem of limited
supply periods. World Marketing, by utilising the whole coast, can extend the growing
season and ensure continuity of supply to overseas markets.

Increased industry networking could also work in favour of the fragmented northern
fishing industry. Operators in this industry are fiercely competitive and at present there
is no fishing marketing group for example in Townsville, to lobby for better freight
rates. However, there is an ocean shrimp marketing company in Cairns. Whilst this
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industry remains fragmented Australia's fishing industry is competing with a growing
highly organised, international aquaculture prawning industry in China and East Asia.

Kimberley Aquafarm Enterprises, a Broome Company, are attempting to develop a cooperative approach to the export of fresh water red-claw crayfish from Broome. They
are presently testing the local market and do not expect to be exporting for another
five years. They would like to export by air cargo direct from Broome to Hong Kong
and Taiwan, but need more growers. To assist with this process they have formed a
Kimberley Tropical Aquaculture Association and are working closely with local
Aboriginal communities who have the resources and the land to develop this industry.

There is also an emerging group of non-grower exporters in North Queensland, for
example Emu Exports exporting to New Zealand and South East Asia, Lamberts
Produce exporting to Papua New Guinea and the Pacific Islands, and the Cairns based
Tong Sing Company exporting to Asia.

Councils promoting the exchange of trade are also emerging, such as the newly
established Australia-Brunei Darussalam Business Council and the Northern
Territory/Papua New Guinea Trade Development Association. These Councils can
also be a useful tool in the development of more direct, flight arangements between the
two trade centres, thus opening up opportunities for new exporters to enter new niche
markets.

4.9.2 Value Adding

To counteract the difficulty of getting fresh produce from North Australian regions to
overseas markets in a timely and cost effective manner, there is a regional push to
encourage further processing of food (ie. value adding) and growing more acceptable
products for overseas markets. This is part of a trend away from the export of fresh
produce.
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It is becoming important to identify and respond to overseas niche market demand,
particularly in the near Asia/Pacific region. Agricultural production still accounts for
21% of Gross Domestic Product in Indonesia, 12% of total mercantile exports and it
still employs over 50% of the workforce. (East Asia Analytical Unit, 1994, p135).
Therefore, for North Queensland fresh produce to have the competitive advantage
over fresh produce grown in South East Asian countries, such as Indonesia (or
imported cheaply from Chile or Mexico), it must be value added.

John Keys Pty Ltd plans to set up a drying and processing factory in Cairns and later in
Darwin. During the past 12 months this company has carried out Research and
Development work to assist with value adding by drying, slicing and pureeing second
grade tomatoes then selling them to Woolworths. Potatoes are also value added from
the Tablelands and sent as chips to South East Asia. This North Queensland product
was traditionally sent to southern markets prior to export but is now exported directly
overseas in a value added form.

Other examples of value adding across Northern Australia include

A North Queensland kangaroo tanning operation is exporting hides to Italy for
handbags and shoes. The Italians are now interested in joint ventures.

A Darwin Company is exporting processed crocodile skins to France and
Germany. There are no time constraints with the processed skins, unlike
perishables.

There is scope for more value adding in the cattle industry because Indonesia
and the Philippines do not have the refrigeration or storage facilities to handle
beef.
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Value adding also has implications for the transport industry. Value added products
can be packaged differently, refrigeration may not be necessary and time factors are
not as important to delivery.

4.9.3 Market Awareness and the Development of an
Export Culture

North Australian marketing groups are recognising that the region needs to have
facilities to make Asia specific products and that the products must be relevant to
market demand.

North Queensland produce presently has a technological advantage over overseas
competitors because of high yields. However to get the product to market at a
competitive price, it has to be of visibly better quality. To assist with better marketing,
the Queensland Department of Primary Industry has devised Marketing Skills
Programs to help build an export culture amongst growers. The Cairns region is
already utilising its location to an advantage by marketing its produce as clean, fresh
and green.

In response to increased market awareness, a number of initiatives are occurring:

A growing trade in organically grown bananas, mangos, tropical fruit and fresh
flowers from Far North Queensland to Japan.

Townsville exporters are recognising the potential for a feed pellet trade to
Japan and North Asia.
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Northern Territory producers have identified the need to find niche markets
(involving one stop air cargo destinations) for low volume, high quality
produce, such as tomatoes, snake beans and asparagus.

Harbourside Coldstores in Townsville are taking frozen shark fin from the Gulf
and East Coast, drying it, then exporting it to Hong Kong.

The Department of Business, Industry and Regional Development (DBIRD)
has completed the groundwork to look into the potential of table grapes
exported from North Queensland to Korea.

Katherine Abottoirs are sending frozen halal meat to Indonesia and Malaysia.

The Burdekin irrigation area is targeting the export of fresh produce to the
higher income areas of Singapore and Hong Kong.

The live sheep export trade is increasing with over 70,000 live sheep now
exported through the Port of Townsville per month.

Growers are taking advantage of the fact that certain North Queensland fresh
fruit seasons do not clash with South East Asian growing seasons, eg lychees.

TransGlobal Marketing, a Darwin based firm, is successfully exporting sea
cucumbers and shark fin with some processing to Hong Kong, and live crabs to
Japan.

The commitment to export markets by growers in the Ord River District must be
strengthened as there is a tendency in this region to regard domestic markets, such as
Perth, as primary and export markets as secondary. This may be a deterrent to any
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potential operator of a dedicated air freight cargo service. At present there are not
enough growers to increase the volumes which are needed to lower air freight costs.

4.9.4 Developing New Markets
Many new markets are emerging, such as China, Vietnam and Taiwan.
Because of proximity, and also growing commercial, cultural, educational and sporting
ties, Indonesia has been targeted as an important future market for North Australian
produce and as a future site for joint ventures.

Harbourside Coldstores, a Townsville firm, has set up a joint venture with a Sulewesi
company handling tuna, mango and rhambutans. This will involve training Indonesians
in management techniques on site. Products for this venture are sourced from
Queensland and barged to Sulewesi.

There are growing opportunities for joint ventures in education and research. James
Cook University and DIPONGURU University in Timor are involved in a joint venture
model aquaculture project. The Northern Territory University and Nusa Cendena
University at Kupang are engaged in a joint aquaculture project.

Indonesia's five star Hotel market has also been targeted as an emerging market for
North Queensland fresh produce.

The Western Australian Air Freight Export Council, formed in July 1994, have
identified a 50% underutilisation of capacity into Indonesia. This is due to poorly
designed freezer and handling facilities in Indonesia, particularly at Denpassar. The
Export Council have suggested a joint Western Australia/Northern Territory strategy
to investigate the feasability of installing chillers at Denpasar and training Indonesian
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handlers. If this eventuates, it will open up more prospects for all potential Australian
exporters into Indonesia.

4.9.5 Alternative Consolidation Ports and
Infrastructure Initiatives
A number of suggestions were made by those interviewed for curbing the north-south
movement of goods prior to the export of produce from northern centres. One
suggestion for North Queensland is to use the Port of Lae in Papua New Guinea as a
transhipment hub rather than Brisbane or Sydney. This concept takes advantage of
cheap rail through to Cairns, then envisages shipping goods from Cairns to Lae then on
to further ports. However, a balance would need to be determined between freight
costs to Brisbane then shipping direct to major shipping hubs in South East Asia,
compared to the cost of railing to Cairns, then shorter, but not necessarily quicker,
shipping routes from Cairns to Papua New Guinea and beyond.

Two way trade is essential for the success of a developing export trade industry. TNT,
in Townsville, recognises the possibility of air freight carriers offloading high-value
manufactured goods in Townsville from South East Asia, then these goods being
trucked or railed to Brisbane. Fresh produce could be picked up from Townsville on
the freighter's return to South East Asia.

The Centre for Transport Policy and Analysis in Wollongong estimates that 100,000
tonnes of freight is moved from Brisbane to Darwin and 250,000 tons of freight is
moved from Adelaide to Darwin one way each year. Trucking companies travel from
Brisbane to Darwin six times a week. 70% of the time, the trucks return empty from
Darwin to Brisbane. Darwin needs back loading from Singapore to southern centres to
cut present costs of exporting only small volumes. Therefore, an incentive scheme is
needed to encourage the movement of two way cargo north and south of Darwin.
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One initiative likely to have impact on trade volumes in the region is the introduction in
December 1994, of CB Marine's bi-monthly shipping service, which links Darwin with
Australia's east coast and Singapore. It operates from Brisbane, Gladstone and
Townsville to Darwin, then Surabuya, Jakarta, Singapore, Lae and Port Moresby.
Direct shipments to Darwin will be possible from southern centres and New Zealand
via a direct feeder shipping service into Townsville. This will increase regional
transport infrastructure and should provide a catalyst for companies wanting to
establish operations and trade from Darwin.

Darwin Port Authority has also set up a Northern Hub Task Force to encourage the
development of Darwin as a hub port for the whole region and to examine ways to
decrease freight rates from Darwin. Townsville has also set up a Container Trade SubCommittee of the Port Authority to examine ways of increasing the volume of produce
exported through North Queensland. There has also been an input of funding, some
from the Commonwealth Government, to increase the capacity of Townsville and
Cairns Ports. In the past three years Townsville Port throughput has grown and the
level of container traffic is gradually increasing to make it more viable for ships to
come through this Port. The Port has experienced no industrial relations problems in
ten years and has achieved efficiency in terms of turnaround time. The growth of the
Burdekin as a production region is making its mark. However, the majority of output is
still for domestic consumption.

Cairns Port now has a new wharf built seawards which offers greater depth, and
therefore better rates for exporters. With the increased wharf strength, frilly laden semi
trailers can unload on the wharf.

Although Darwin airport is still operating at a low base compared with Australia's
other major airports, its overseas passenger numbers have increased at a faster rate
than any other Australian airport in 1993/94, according to figures collated by the
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Australian Customs Service. (Daily Commercial News, 6 September 1994). This
growth in tourist numbers will be a further impetus to increase flights into Darwin.
However, outgoing flights are equally important to a region wishing to enhance
perishable export trade.

4.9.6 Regional Communities Joining Together to Form a
Stronger Economic Base
Traditionally Northern Australia has been characterised by a group of small regional
economies all with a dominant link southwards. As these regional economies seek to
expand, transport links and transport infrastructure becomes of paramount importance
to effective export trade flow.

If North Australian regions want to be less fragmented and merge with the larger
regional market to the immediate North and East, ie. the AsialPacific region, it is
advantageous for this region as a whole if one component is not competing against
another. Competition does exist between Cairns and Townsville for direct shipping
trade links and this has surfaced since Cairns has secured a direct shipping service to
Port Moresby with the establishment in 1994 of CONSORT Express.

Cross regional linkages, however, are developing. The Northern Territory and North
Queensland mango industries are working together on pest treatment for the
eradication of the Australian fruit fly. The Northern Territory Horticultural Association
has already sent mangos worth $14 m a year to a Queensland Company, Davco
Farming for a special pest treatment, prior to export to Japan. Linkages between the
Northern Territory, Kimberley and Queensland mango growers have been developed
to extend the growing season and to organise the export of mangos to Japan. The
Western Australian Department of Agriculture is interested in getting growers together
to achieve a longer growing season and continuity of supply across the Kimberley.
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Complementarities exist between Broome and Darwin. Historically, Broome has had
strong links with East Asia. Timber from East Asia which used to be imported through
Broome, now comes through Darwin. The Cajebut lead/zinc mine just south of Halls
Creek sources labour from Darwin. The opportunity exists to market Darwin and
Broome as international destinations and for tourists to travel between these two
centres. The Kimberley Development Commission and the Northern Territory Tourist
Commission are liaising on this issue. Commonwealth, State and Territory agencies are
combining forces to develop a national cruise shipping strategy which could include
port of calls to both Darwin and Broome. Darwin and Broome could also complement
each other as centres for tropical education for Australian and overseas students.

There is also potential for further collaboration between the Kimberley and the
Northern Territory in aquaculture and horticulture. Darwin seems the natural gateway
for Ord exports despite difficulties experienced in securing capacity ahead of Darwin
exporters. However, there is a need for better road links and cheaper freight rates to
Darwin to enable Kimberley goods to access the East Asian market through Darwin.

Prior to its closure, Western Australia's Stateships were investigating the development
of a sea link between the Kimberley Ports and Indonesia. For this trade to be viable
return hauls would need to be full. The separate populations of Darwin and Kimberley
towns are small, but by combining these centres into one larger catchment area market
with Darwin operating as a main distribution centre, more inward flow of goods could
be attracted. For this to operate successfully there is a need for an effective, efficient
integrated transport system, as well as good networking by producers and export
marketers between the two centres.

Cairns, Townsville, Broome and Kununurra have all flagged the idea of dedicated
freight cargo carrier services. Trials of this type of operation have occurred in the past
with limited long term success due to high costs and lack of organisationa!
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commitment from producers and exporters. Townsvi!le believes it could substantiate
an air cargo charter taking out 180 tonnes per week on the Townsville-Hong KongTownsville route. If Townsville and Cairns combined efforts they may have a better
chance of getting the sufficient volume, quantity and certainty of supply to justify such
a dedicated freight carrier service. Likewise, if Kimberley centres and Darwin
combined efforts then sufficient volumes and certainty of supply may occur. One
region utilising such a service alone may not lower costs sufficiently nor sustain the
regularity in volume required by overseas markets.
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S.

CONCLUSION

Northern exporters of perishable produce cannot rely soly on geographic proximity to
emerging Asian/Pacific markets for export success. The 1995 Committee on Darwin
Report (CODR) points out that "Darwin cannot rely solely on its 'presumed advantage
of proximity' although geographic proximity is one of Darwin's strengths" (CODR,
1995, p29).

Transport and associated infrastructure play an integral role in facilitating perishable
export trade and enhancing the influence of market proximity. Exporters in the larger
population centres of Southern Australia are well serviced by regular shipping and air
services to most world destinations. It is the regional exporters, such as those located
across Northern Australia, of small volume, high value goods who face severe
difficulties in getting their product to overseas markets.

The importance of transport to the whole export chain is illustrated by this quote from
Newton's 1994 review of Western Australia's Stateships.

geographic advantage of proximity to booming
Asian markets will be of no practical assistance to
potential regional exporters unless transport links are
provided at internationally competitive cost direct from
the productive centres into those markets "(Newton,
1994,p 79).

Transport cannot afford to be the weak link in the economic chain. It is of vital
importance to regional producers and exporters.
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However, transport is not the only important factor to ensure reliable, cost effective
and timely market delivery. Successfully packaging North Australia's perishable export
product will involve an assessment of the combined export freight capacity from more
than one region and the role various regions' combined air and sea port infrastructure
facilities can play in getting export products to overseas markets. Co-operative
measures need to be established to get the best freight rates and forward booking
arrangements for Northern Australian produce to provide regularity of supply and
sufficient volume to overseas markets. Lastly, it will involve a commitment to continue
to add value to all products, to focus on planning, packaging, marketing and costing,
and on fine tuning all the elements of logistics from origin to consumption and the
opportunities for cost reduction in all aspects of the export chain.

As evidenced in the previous Chapter, there are positive signs with initiatives such as
increased private sector networking and value adding of products, that the export of
perishable produce from Northern Australian ports has the potential to increase

Nevertheless, for North Australian regions to become internationally competitive and
economic growth sustained over the whole region, an examination needs to be
undertaken into ways various North Australian regions can combine their strengths to
form larger, stronger economic bases. For example, the Broome and Ord River
horticultural growing areas could cooperate in marketing and forwarding their produce
overseas. This may involve networking with growers from the Northern Territory to
jointly marketing their product. Similarly, the production areas surrounding Townsville
and Cairns may profit by adopting such an joint approach.

This exploratory research sets the framework for possible further research into factors
impeding or enhancing the development of a successful perishable export industry
across Northern Australia. Additional research, using this qualitative research as a
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baseline, could be carried out into the viability of other export industries from
Northern Australia. Factors such as proximity to markets and adequacy of transport
infrastructure are important for any developing export industry.

One difficulty and weakness for this research was the lack of statistical data on
produce originating from Northern Australian regions, then exported from southern
centres. As was highlighted in the literature review, statistical data is recorded on
exports from major Australian ports, but it does not indicate where this produce
originates. With the great number of private freight carriers moving produce from
North Australian centres to southern ports for export or local consumption, exact
details on what and how much is going to which final destination are not kept. Hence,
analysis of statistical data, as is presently available, does 1701 present a true picture of
the contribution North Australia may make to the national economy.

As this research has shown, it is not just a matter of improving transport and physical
infrastructure. There are many 'soft" or human resource/enterprise options that can be
pursued. These are difficult to measure quantitatively. Figures, however, can add a
convincing dimension, especially if they show increasing trends. This is the direction
for fUture research for this topic, especially as the ABS continues to refine its
collection of data at the regional level.
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APPENDIX ONE

Organisations contacted in the Cairns region included:

•

Chamber of Commerce

•

Giruda and Qantas freight

•

Far North Export Group

•

International Business Development Committee

•

Cairns Port Authority

•

Tongs Fruit & Vegetable Exporters

•

Bluefish Pty Ltd (Cairns Food Export Group)

•

Malanda Milk (Cairns Food Export Group)

•

World Marketing

•

Carpentaria International (now TNT), and

Organisations contacted in the Townsville region included:

•

Townsville Airport Manager (FAC)

•

Townsville Port Authority

•

Harbourside Coldstores (packers & freight forwarders)

•

Townsville Enterprise

•

Department of Business, Industry and Regional Development

•

North Queensland Customs Brokers

•

Carpentaria Freight Carriers (now TNT)

•

CB Marine (shipping agent), and

•

AUSTRADE

Organisations contacted in the Kimberley region, North Western Australia included:
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•

Kimberley Aquafarm Enterprises

•

Broome Enterprise Centre

•

Fortescue Seafood

•

Broome Horticultural Producers Association

•

Kununurra Shire Clerk

•

Manager Kununurra Airport

•

Ord River Cooperative

•

Western Australia Agricultural Department

•

Broome Airport Manager

•

Ansett Manager, Kununurra

•

Broome and Wyndham Seaport Managers

•

Kimberley Development Commission

Organisations contacted in the Northern Territory included:

•

Perkins Shipping

•

Rooney Shipping

•

Ansett Airfreight

•

Darwin Airport Manager

•

Qantas Airfreight Manager

•

Northern Territory Chamber of Commerce and Industry

•

Northern Territory Exporters Council

•

Transglobal Marketing

•

Northern Territory Department of Transport and Works

•

Northern Terrritory Industry Search Organisation (ISO)

•

Crocodile Farms NT

•

Department of Asian Relations, Trade and Industries

•

NT Horticultural Association

•

Goldchill Brewing
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PJS Customs and Forwarding
Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries

Other Organisations contacted included:

•

Australian Bureau of Statistics

•

Western Australian Department of Transport

•

Secretariat, Committee on Darwin

•

Commonwealth Department of Transport AVSTATS and Maritime
Division

•

Office of Northern Development

•

Centre for Transport Policy Analysis, University of Wollongong
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